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Abstract:
The Ribosomal Database Project - II (RDP-II) provides data, tools and services
related to ribosomal RNA sequences to the research community. Through its
website (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu), RDP-II offers aligned and annotated rRNA
sequence data, analysis services, and phylogenetic inferences (trees) derived from
these data. RDP-II release 8.1 (May 21, 2001) contains 16,277 prokaryotic, 5201

Manual Tuning to Add 2D Structure Not Practical

2D Structure Conserved from Domain to Family

Avalanche of rRNA Sequences

SCFG Automates 2D Structure Based Alignment

Going Forward

eukaryotic, and 1503 mitochondrial small subunit rRNA sequences in aligned and
annotated format. The sequence alignments provided by the RDP take into account
both primary sequence and secondary structure conservation. The RDP is moving
away from a strategy of including secondary structure information through hand
tuning, to an automated alignment system that directly takes into account
secondary structure information. This system is based on a modified version of
RNACAD, a stochastic context-free grammar based alignment program by M.P.S.
Brown (ISMB 2000, pp. 57-66). We have modified this tool to allow alignment of
partial sequences, a necessary step since the majority of rRNA sequences are not

aModel primary and secondary structure

aMore than 30,000 (eu)bacterial rRNA sequences available

- Can't model pseudoknots or higher-order interactions
aOnly ~16,000 aligned at RDP
aTime complexity O(ML )
3

aAlignment must incorporate 2D structure

Space complexity O(ML )

- improve success rate

- Estimated 23GB memory for rRNA

complete. To test the quality of alignments produced by this tool, we generated

- Solved by Brown & Haussler

comparable phylogenetic trees from a portion of the RDP's hand-tuned alignment
and from a tool generated alignment. We compared the two trees using the

aPartial sequences

Kishino-Hasegawa-Templeton statistical test (Kishino, H., Hasegawa, M., 1989, J.
Mol. Evol., 29:170-179). Neither tree was a significantly better fit of either the RDP's
hand-tuned alignment or of the automated alignment, indicating the two alignments

- Disrupt helix information

are equally valid at this level of resolution. The RDP intends to use this new

Hand

alignment tool to help provide data to users in a more timely manner. In addition,

SCFG

this automated method should reduce the potential for human error or unintended
bias in the alignment process.

RNACAD - Brown & Haussler
aHMM heuristic stage
- primary similarity reduces
search space
aSimpler grammar
- fewer low level states
aC++ code base
- object oriented

Production Scale Test
Initial Tests

a19,254 rRNA sequences from GenBank

aUse (eu)bacterial conserved structure

aModel trained on 198 sequences

aTrain model with 35 sequences

aCluster of five Sun Ultra 10 workstations

aRe-align RDP hand aligned sequences
- Tune heuristic first stage

aSun GridWare job control software

aExamine differences in conserved
structure regions

How About Trees?

aRunning time ~ 7 days
aTrain model with 198 bacterial sequences

SCFG Parsing Partials
aModify RNACAD
aUse HMM method for ends
and internal missing data
aUse expected probability value
for half-missing helix emissions

Hand Alignment vs. SCFG

aLimit jobs to 256MB main memory

Which Tree is Better?

- Chosen to span breadth of (eu)bacterial
diversity
aRe-align 62 sequences from RDP alignment
- Nitrospina Subdivision and Flexistripes
Assemblage
aCreate tree from each alignment
- Weighbor method (Bruno et.al, 2000)

Kishino-Hasegawa-Templeton Test
Production Scale Test Results

Hand Alignment
Tree
Hand
SCFG

In Likelihood
-37621
-37648

Diff in L
best
-27

S.D.
43

SCFG Alignment
Tree
Hand
SCFG

In Likelihood
-35543
-35581

Diff in L
best
-39

S.D.
40

Significantly
Worse?
No
Significantly
Worse?
No

aSCFG Assigned 98% of Bases to
Model Positions
aSome First Stage Heuristic Failures:
Length
200-1199
1200-1599
Total

- detect common artifacts
aImplement half-delete helix state
aModify parsing strategy for missing data

- Vast majority partial (internal PCR primers)

Diagrams from the Gutell Lab Comparative RNA Web Site (http://www.rna.icmb.utexas.edu)

- bits-saved vector
aModify heuristic first stage
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aTraditionally 2D information added by hand tuning

aQuality test production data

Trials Failures Success
5620
930
83.4%
13634
203
98.5%
19254
1133
94.1%

aProvide new alignments to users

